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used in some Arabic TV stations. Diglossia involves use of two varieties of the same language by the
same society for different functions. To address this purpose, the study made use of a cross-
sectional survey research design that involved systematic observations of ﬁlmed programs and con-
tent analysis of verbatim transcribed documents. Data analysis indicated that diglossia was found in
the target channels in two varieties, high and low Arabic. Although both varieties were observed
across the target channels, each variety use depended on the context of each TV station, program
type and the background of each program audience. The study provides recommendations for pol-
icy-makers in regards to language planning, TV channels ofﬁcials, Arabic language program edu-
cation and future research.
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Although language has been the object of investigation for
centuries, language relation to society was studied only a few
decades ago when the ﬁeld of linguistics introduced the socio-
linguistics sub-discipline. Sociolinguistics is ‘‘that part of lin-
guistics which is concerned with language as a social and
cultural phenomenon. It investigates the ﬁeld of language
and society and has close connections with the social sciences,y. Production and hosting by
Saud University.
lsevierespecially social psychology, anthropology, human geography,
and sociology’’ (Trudgill, 1995, pp. 20–21).
Sociolinguists have recently investigated new phenomena,
such as language varieties, speech communities, colloquialism,
vernaculars, dialects, the functions of different language varie-
ties within communities and diglossia. Diglossia refers to ‘‘the
presence of a high and a low style or standard in a language,
one for formal use in writing and some speech situations and
one for colloquial use’’ (Harris and Hodges, 1981, p. 88).
Sociolinguists are now more concerned with diglossia to
understand why the same speech community uses sub-varieties
in the same language for different functions. Likewise, this
study examined Arabic diglossia types in some Arabic TV sta-
tions to identify the circumstances under which language vari-
eties are used in the Arabic context.2. Conceptual framework
This section surveys the literature round diglossia in general
and Arabic diglossia in particular.
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According to Kaye (1975), the term diglossia was coined by
Marc¸ais (1930) while brought to the attention of sociolinguists
by Ferguson (1959) where two or more varieties of the same
language may be used by the native speakers of that language
in different circumstances for distinct functions. In other
words, people in one particular speech community may some-
times speak the standard form and sometimes the regional ver-
nacular of their language based on various factors such as the
background of the speakers, the formality of the topic, and the
situation. For instance, while it is acceptable to use the local
vernacular at home or among family and friendship (Vers-
teegh, 2004), it may not be so when presenting the news on
TV. The standard variety is expected in such a situation.
According to Ferguson (1959), diglossia is
a relatively stable language situation in which, in addition
to the primary dialects of the language (which may include
a standard or original standards), there is a very divergent,
highly codiﬁed (often grammatically more complex) super-
posed variety, the vehicle of a large and respected body of
written literature, either of an earlier period or in another
speech community, which is learned largely by formal edu-
cation and is used for most written and formal spoken pur-
poses but is not used by any sector of the community for
ordinary conversation. (p. 336)
Ferguson (1959) names four diglossic languages: Arabic,
Swiss German, Haitian (French and Creole), and Greek. He
indicates that in each diglossic language there is a high (H)
and low variety (L) and that each variety is employed in differ-
ent circumstances for different functions. For example, H vari-
ety can be used for sermons in churches or mosques, university
lectures, political speeches, broadcasting news in radio and on
television. The H variety can be also used to some extent in
classroom instruction, writing poetry, novels, biographies/
autobiographies and editorials in newspapers and magazines.
On the other hand, L variety might be used in conversations
with the family, friends, household servants, in ‘folk literature’
and the like. Sometimes, however, the two varieties H and L
can be used in the same context with the same audience. In a
mosque sermon, for example, where the medium should be
classical Arabic, sometimes the L variety is used to ensure
more understanding.
Wardhaugh (1986) further identiﬁes two varieties in each of
the above-mentioned four languages. He states that: in
the Arabic situation the two varieties are Classical Arabic
(H) and the various regional colloquial varieties (L). In
Switzerland they are Standard German (H) and Swiss
German (L). In Haiti the varieties are Standard French
(H) and Haitian Creole (L). In Greece they are the Kathare-
vousa (H) and Dhimotiki, or Demotic (L), varieties of
Greek. (p. 87)
Accordingly, there are differences between the H and L
variety regarding prestige. Where the H variety has prestige,
the L variety lacks such prestige. In Arabic, for instance, the
classical language, the H variety, is more ‘beautiful’, ‘expres-
sive’, and ‘logical’ than the L variety. Classical Arabic is the
language of the Quran some fourteen centuries old and thelanguage of classical literature for about two centuries
before the Quran. Although the H variety has superiority
over the L variety, there are occasions where using the H
variety may not be appropriate. Using the H variety, for in-
stance, in an informal activity, such as conversing with
family or very close friends is inappropriate. In fact, some-
times a speaker may be an object of ridicule if he/she uses
the H variety in circumstances where the L variety should
be used.
Furthermore, the two varieties are acquired differently.
Whereas children without any formal instruction learn the L
variety naturally, the H variety is learned ofﬁcially in school
or religious places, such as churches or mosques. In order
for people in a diglossic society to acquire the H variety, they
have to pursue formal language instruction, including studying
grammar and using dictionaries and textbooks. Saville-Troike
(1982, pp. 54–55) outlines the major differences between the H
and L varieties:
1. There is a specialization of function for H and L.
2. H has a higher level of prestige than L, and is considered
superior.
3. There is a literary heritage in H, but not in L.
4. There are different circumstances of acquisition; children
learn L at home, and H in school.
5. The H variety is standardized, with a tradition of grammat-
ical study and established norms and orthography.
6. The grammar of H variety is more complex, more highly
inﬂected.
7. H and L varieties share the bulk of their vocabularies, but
there is some complementary distribution of terms.
8. The phonology of H and L is a single complex system.
It is of signiﬁcance to point out here that the term diglossia,
deﬁned by Ferguson (1959), is very speciﬁc in that it
requires that the High and Low varieties should belong to
the same language, e.g. Literary or Classical and Colloquial
Arabic. However, the term diglossia may not only include
sub-varieties of one language, but rather two or more lan-
guages in the same speech community. Fishman (1967)
broadened the term to include any society in which bilingual
or multilingual situations exist for different functions and
circumstances. Fishman provided examples for bilingual sit-
uations where the different languages have distinct functions,
such as Spanish and Guarani in Paraguay, and Standard
English and Caribbean Creole. However, Hudson (1980)
indicated that such an extension may be ‘‘a regrettable
development, as it would seem to make every society diglos-
sic, including even English-speaking England.’’ (p. 55). This
paper, however, adopted Ferguson’s (1959) deﬁnition of
diglossia.
2.2. Diglossia in Arabic
Arabic diglossia seems to have existed in Arab communities
for more than fourteen centuries. The most characterizing fea-
ture of Arabic is the existence of diglossia (Al-Batal, 1995;
Haeri, 2000). The purpose of this article, though, is not to dis-
cuss changes that Arabic language has undergone. Various
researchers have shed some light on changes in Arabic devel-
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existence even before Islam (see Blau, 1977). What might be
needed here, thus, is to provide a general understanding of
Arabic language varieties.
There is some evidence in Arabic history that there were
different varieties of Arabic. It is not clear, however, at least
to the researcher, which variety was used in particular circum-
stances for different functions. The exception, though, is the
fact that Classical Arabic was used by poets when presenting
their poetry. It is not also known whether there were colloquial
varieties fourteen centuries ago similar to Arabic vernaculars
that we see today. The researcher thinks that the only indica-
tions that Arabic history presents regarding Arabic varieties
are the following:
1. The language of Quraish, a famous tribe in Mecca, was
considered the standard language over other tribes’
varieties, and as a result it was used for presenting
poetry, and for communicating with people who come
to Mecca.
2. This variety was selected by Allah, as many Arabs
believe, to be the language of the Quran.
3. Other tribes had their own language varieties, but it is
not known how close these language varieties were to
the language of Quraish; and
4. The Arabs used to send their children from urban
regions to the desert in order to acquire what is deemed
to be the standard Arabic form.
There might be other language varieties, perhaps colloquial
ones, since some parents tended to send their children to the
desert to learn what they believed to be the standard form,
the pure Arabic, as Arab linguists call it.
Moreover, Arabs believe this standard form has remained
intact since there have not been any changes in the Quran
for more than fourteen centuries. It is widely believed among
Arabs that the Quran comprises the actual words of Allah.
Although this is considered to be correct in terms of the Quran
and religious practices, the contemporary use of Arabic lan-
guage indicates that Arabs use a modern language, identiﬁed
as Literary Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), that
is, to some extent, different from Classical Arabic. In other
words, Literary Arabic still holds the same Classical grammar
rules as well as a large amount of vocabulary of the Classical
Arabic.
Ferguson’s (1959) deﬁnition of diglossia applies to the
Arabic language situation because there are two coexisting vari-
eties, each of which has a specialized function. The ﬁrst variety
includes the colloquial dialects, the local vernaculars, which
are considered the medium of everyday communication. These
vernaculars are acquired naturally by Arab children. On the
contrary, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (the term is used
interchangeably with Literary Arabic and Formal Arabic) is
used essentially in formal circumstances such as in religious ser-
mons, political speeches, lectures, TV or radio news, written
activities, and so on. Each variety, thus, fulﬁlls distinct sociolin-
guistic functions (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson, 2010; Holes,
1995; Versteegh, 2004).
Literary Arabic is learned formally in schools but not spo-
ken in everyday activities. Literary Arabic can be understoodeasily by educated Arabs and, to some extent, by non-educated
people. For example, many illiterate people come to the mos-
que to attend the Friday sermon and can readily understand
the language used, but that does not mean that they can pro-
duce such a language. They need formal schooling in order to
actually use literary Arabic, but they can understand news and
religious sermons without difﬁculty. It can be concluded here
that for Arab children to have communicative competence in
Arabic they have to learn both the local vernaculars and the
literary Arabic.
Regarding prestige, Ferguson’s deﬁnition applies to the
abovementioned two varieties of Arabic. Whereas the local
vernacular lacks prestige, literary Arabic is considered very
prestigious since it is based on classical Arabic. In fact, Arabs
consider literary Arabic holy, being the language of the Quran.
It is also the language of Arabic literature, which has been
used for centuries. Being the language of the Quran and liter-
ature, literary Arabic, as the Arabs believe, becomes the H
variety. Native speakers who know the local vernaculars only
are considered illiterate and have low status in the society.
When teaching Arabic for non-native speakers, teachers tend
to use the H variety that has prestige, avoiding any activity
that may involve the L variety. Local vernaculars are seen as
incapable of expressing abstract and complex concepts,
whereas literary Arabic is viewed as very capable not only in
terms of expressing complex ideas and thoughts, but also
regarding translation from other languages. Accordingly, liter-
ary Arabic is considered the H variety, the appropriate means
of communication in situations such as education and religion,
whereas local vernaculars are considered the L varieties, the
appropriate medium of communication between family and
friends.
As mentioned above, the language used in educational sys-
tems, for both native speakers and nonnative speakers, is the
formal variety of Arabic, known as Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA), not Spoken Arabic. For native speakers, students are
taught the formal Arabic variety from kindergarten to univer-
sity in Arab countries. Thus, students have two varieties of
Arabic, the one they have acquired before school, the colloquial,
and the one used in school, the Modern Standard Arabic. Sai-
egh-Haddad (2005) summarizes this by stating that children
are born into a unique linguistic context where ‘‘children grow
up speaking a Spoken Arabic Vernacular (SAV), which is an
exclusively spoken language, but later learn to read another lin-
guistically related form, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)’’
(p. 559).
Some researchers claim Arab children do not know literary
Arabic until they join school (Holes, 1995; Suleiman, 1986),
while some view it a second language (Ayari, 1996; Ibrahim,
1977). Children are, actually, exposed to literary Arabic before
that through television programs such as cartoons and chil-
dren educational programs where children are introduced to
formal Arabic. One can hear children before school use
phrases in Modern Standard Arabic, imitating cartoons or
other children’s TV programs. However, the systematic use
of formal Arabic starts with school (Abu-Rabia, 2000; Abu-
Rabia et al., 2003; Eviatar and Ibrahim, 2000; Saiegh-Haddad,
2003).
As for nonnative speakers, almost all Arabic teaching pro-
grams as a second or foreign language use the formal variety
60 H. Alshamrani(MSA) despite the fact that such a variety may not help them
in everyday communication. Schmidt et al. (2004) indicate that
they hear from both students and teachers that formal Arabic
is not useful for personal communication. In fact, some
researchers believe that this formal variety of Arabic ‘‘creates
a fake model of oral proﬁciency by presenting the students
with an artiﬁcial variety that is not used by the native speak-
ers’’ (Al-Batal, 1995, p. 123). There has been a 92% increase
in the number of Arabic programs throughout the United
States (Welles, 2004). However, the focus on formal Arabic
‘‘does a disservice to students who want to learn to communi-
cate with Arabic speakers in the language they really use’’ (Pal-
mer, 2007, p. 111).
There are a few programs in American universities in
which MSA and Spoken Arabic are presented together. How-
ever, this is the exception rather than the norm, since most
programs teach formal Arabic only. Therefore, various
researchers have raised their voices, calling for the integration
of Spoken Arabic in Arabic teaching programs ‘‘in which
multiple registers co-exist, as they do in real life’’ (Al-Batal
and Belnap, 2006, p. 397). Research on this area, however,
is still inadequate.
In addition to these two varieties (H and L), there is also
the so-called intermediate Arabic or the middle language, a
variety of spoken Arabic that is used among educated
Arabs. It is also used by Arabs who come from different
parts of the Arab world in order to facilitate communica-
tion, since the use of the local vernaculars may result in mis-
communication. These spoken dialects vary extremely from
one region to another to the extent that they are mutually
unintelligible (Watson, 2002). They vary geographically from
one Arab country to another and from one community to
another (Holes, 1995). It is not unusual, therefore, to hear
people from the Eastern Arabic region complaining that
they ﬁnd a Moroccan vernacular, for instance, unintelligible
and difﬁcult to understand. This is also true of other North
African countries when communicating with other Arabs in
other regions such as the Gulf countries. Actually, within
the same region it is noted that the spoken varieties of Ara-
bic are signiﬁcantly different from each other. Therefore,
speakers of Arabic tend to use a middle language, a form
between vernacular and literary Arabic so that communica-
tion can take place.
This form of Arabic lies somewhere between the H and L
varieties. In other words, this intermediate form or middle lan-
guage (henceforth the M variety) is used among people when
conversing in semiformal discussions or on other occasions
when the vernaculars are deemed to be too informal or ambig-
uous. Ferguson (1959) characterizes this M variety as follows:
kind of spoken Arabic much used in certain semiformal or
cross-dialectal situations has a highly classical vocabulary
with few or no inﬂectional endings, with certain features
of classical syntax, but with a fundamentally colloquial
base in morphology and syntax, and a generous admixture
of colloquial vocabulary. (p. 340)
Some researchers refer to this middle language as Spoken
Arabic of the Educated (SAE) while others refer to it as For-
mal Spoken Arabic (FSA) (Ryding, 1991, p. 212). However,
the researcher prefers using the term ‘middle language’ for var-ious reasons. First, using the term SAE may exclude unedu-
cated people although this variety can be used by both
educated and uneducated speakers. Second, the term FSA
may indicate that such a form is formal, which will conse-
quently generate confusion about whether this form can be
considered a H variety because of the use of the word formal,
or can be considered an L variety because of the use of the
word spoken. Therefore, the middle language, the M variety,
might be the appropriate term to use in this case.
So far, it can be summarized that in Arabic we locate three
varieties: (1) Literary Arabic (the H variety), (2) Middle lan-
guage (the M variety) and (3) local vernaculars, (the L variety).
This approach, the researcher believes, better reﬂects the real
complexities of the Arabic situation than does the approach
based on just H and L, especially on Arabic TV stations where
the M variety is being frequently used. Moreover, the M vari-
ety has its own characteristics that distinguish it from both the
H and L variety. Although the M variety tends to borrow
words from both H and L varieties, there are essential distinc-
tions between the H variety and the M variety that mainly take
place in the area of inﬂectional morphology. Ryding (1991)
outlines the distinctions that characterize the middle language
compared to literary Arabic:
1. Omission of inﬂection, i.e., ﬁnal short vowels on all parts of
speech.
2. Consequent metathesis of vowels on pro- noun sufﬁxes.
3. Reduction of inﬂectional endings in dual and sound mascu-
line plural to the oblique or non-nominative form.
4. Elimination of the separate feminine plural categories in
verbs and pronouns and reduction to one non-gender-spe-
ciﬁc plural.
5. Elimination of the dual category in verbs and pronouns,
both second and third person, and merging of this category
with the plural.
6. Omission of ﬁnal ‘‘nuun’’ on inﬂectional sufﬁxes for second
person feminine singular and second and third person plu-
ral in the imperfect.
7. Generalization of the defective suf-ﬁxable stem to geminate
verbs in the past tense.
8. Conversion of ﬁnal nunation on indeﬁnite defective nouns
to a long vowel.
9. Creation of a category of verbs with embedded indirect
object. (p. 216)
This study investigates diglossia on three Arabic TV stations,
Aljazeera, ART and LBC. The researcher thinks that such a
study may, to some extent, draw some generalizations about
diglossia in Arabic due to the fact that these channels present
a variety of diglossic behaviors in different settings by different
Arabic speakers. The speakers are from different Arab coun-
tries that have different colloquial varieties. This study exam-
ines diglossia on those TV stations by attempting to answer
these research questions:
1. Is Arabic a diglossic language?
2. What Arabic language varieties do target TV stations tend
to use most?
3. Under what circumstances do target TV stations use iden-
tiﬁed varieties?
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Survey/descriptive research was used to describe and interpret
the status of Arabic diglossia on the abovementioned TV sta-
tions because surveys are good at describing ongoing processes
(Cohen et al., 2000). The study used systematic observations
through videotaping to collect the research data. The author
together with two other trained people observed the programs
on each TV station, made tallies and counted frequencies (see
Appendix A). The variety was judged as H or L based on the
description of each variety detailed in the above literature sur-
vey section. The observation grid with the description of each
variety was content validated by a number of experts in socio-
linguistics who agreed the grid was able to address the research
purpose (Bloom et al., 1995). The researcher calculated inter-
rater reliability using SPSS, version 14 where the coefﬁcient
correlation was 0.89 which is high (Coakes and Steed, 2007).
The researcher collected data for almost two years from dif-
ferent programs, movies, serials, songs. After data was col-
lected, the researcher transcribed relevant parts, analyzed the
discourse and classiﬁed whether the variety used was H or L
and speciﬁed the contexts under which it was used. The
7researcher analyzed the data by conducting open coding that
included line-by-line, whole-paragraph and whole-document
analyses (Strauss and Corbin 1998). He assigned similar
phrases and sentences codes as a high or low variety. He then
counted the frequencies of tallies entered into each category
per page for each TV station program (see Appendix A and
B). Each page percentage was then calculated followed by a
calculation of percentage of the overall frequency of the whole
document of each TV station. The programs for each TV sta-
tion were compared to calculate an overall percentage of each
variety used so that we can judge a TV station uses a high or
low variety most. Finally, percentages of TV stations were
compared.
It should be noted here that this study sought no generaliza-
tion beyond the scope of its ﬁndings for several reasons. The
study examined diglossia in just three not all Arabic TV sta-
tions. The study even examined samples rather than the whole
of the programs under study. The purpose was not to present
in-depth examinations of each channel but to ﬁnd out whether
diglossia existed in these channels and the circumstances under
which it was used. Moreover, these TV stations were studied
because they have a large scale of viewers in the Arab World.
In addition, different kinds of programs and channels were
chosen in each station, including serials, songs, children, news,
dialogue, movies and sports, to address as much as possible the
topics these stations cover.
4. Findings
This section presents and compares three TV stations
(Aljazeera, ART, and LBC) in their high and low Arabic
variety use. Quotes from these stations were not, however,
embedded in this section because of the difﬁculty to exactly
translate vernacular Arabic words into their counterparts in
English. For this reason, Arabic quotes were written in the
English alphabet (not translation). Although the ﬁndings
are based only on descriptive statistical analysis, Arabic
quotes that support the statistics of each channel and pro-
gram are placed in Appendix C.4.1. Aljazeera channels
Aljazeera broadcasts from Qatar, a Gulf State, with main
focus on the news. This station presents a variety of weekly
programs which include political programs, two sport pro-
grams and one weekly program for each of these categories:
religion, literature, culture and animal life. The broadcasters,
reporters, and correspondents are from different Arab
countries.
Table 1 shows Aljazeera station made considerable use of
the H variety. The overall use of the H variety across the seven
programs by broadcasters was 83%. Even the overall use of
the H variety across the seven programs by guests and/or audi-
ence was 76% which is not low. As for the overall percentage
use of the H variety across the seven programs of both broad-
casters and guests was 80%, which is high.
The news, including ﬁeld reports, interviews, and Al-Qaeda
messages, was broadcast 100% in the H variety. This might be
because both broadcasters and correspondents were very com-
petent in literary Arabic. In other stations, it might be an easy
task for Arab audience to determine the nationality of broad-
casters even when they used the H variety, due to the inﬂuence
of their regional vernaculars. However, in Aljazeera station it
was difﬁcult to detect the nationality because of the broadcast-
ers’ mastery of the H variety. The L variety, however, was
used in Aljazeera news only when the correspondents inter-
viewed people in different Arab regions. In four interviews
in Iraq, Egypt, Morocco, and Yemen Aljazeera correspon-
dents asked the interviewees questions using the H variety
but the interviewees responded using the L variety, the regio-
nal Iraqi, Egyptian, Algerian, Moroccan, and Yemeni vernac-
ulars (Appendix C: 1).
In a live debating political program (The Opposite Direc-
tion), the H variety was used 97% of the time by the inter-
viewer while being used 66% by the guests (Table 1).
Although it has been addressed in sociolinguistics that the H
variety is usually used in politics, the two varieties were mate-
rialized in a The Opposite Direction. In all of the program ser-
ies, the broadcaster used the H variety mostly, but the debaters
varied considerably in their language use. For instance, in one
series where the discussion was about the feasibility of the
peace process in the Middle East, one of the debaters, an Egyp-
tian scenarist, used the Egyptian vernacular (the L variety)
although both the broadcaster and the other debater used
the H variety. On another occasion, the broadcaster inter-
viewed an Arab president, Gadhaﬁ, who used the L variety
during the time of the program (two hours), except when he
read some paragraphs from a paper he used the H variety
(Appendix C: 2). From time to time during the program,
Gadhaﬁ switched to the L variety, his local vernacular. It
would have been difﬁcult, though, for Arabs in other countries
to understand him if he were only using his L variety. Thus, in
a political context where the H variety is expected, the two
varieties of Arabic H and L appeared.
In another political program (Without Boundaries), the
broadcaster used mostly the H variety 98% but the guests used
the H variety 68% of the program time (Table 1). For instance,
there was an interview with a Saudi prince, discussing political
issues, in which he used both the H and L variety, Saudi
vernacular, while the broadcaster used only the H variety
(Appendix C: 3). In a religious program (Religion and Life),
Table 1 Aljazeera TV station use of varieties in target programs.
Item Program
News The opposite
direction
Without
boundaries
Religion and
life
Hot
spot
Discussion on
sport
On air Overall
percent (%)
Variety H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%)
Broadcaster frequency percentage 100 97 98 100 100 92 96 83
Guest and/ or audience frequency percentage NA 66 68 91 100 40 92 76
Overall TV station percentage of the H variety 80
62 H. Alshamranithe broadcaster used the H variety 100% while the guest used
it 91% of the program time (Table 1). The H variety was the
typical medium of discussion, though. Usually the guest of this
program was an Egyptian religious scholar (Alqaradhawi) who
received questions from both the broadcaster and audience
from all over the world. The broadcaster, the scholar, and
the very educated audience often used the H variety. On the
other hand, other audiences used the L variety when posting
their questions (Appendix C: 4).
In a documentary program (Hot Spot) the H variety was
entirely used (100%) by both the broadcaster and guests
(Table 1). The program presented various issues related to cul-
ture and history. When interviewing nonnative speakers of
Arabic, the translation was done in the H variety, too (Appen-
dix C: 5). Moreover, Aljazeera presented a sport program (Dis-
cussions on Sport), where the two Arabic varieties varied
considerably. The broadcaster and the guests discussed issues
on sports and received relevant calls from the audience. The
broadcaster used the H variety 92% whereas the guest used
it 40% of the program time (Table 1). While the L variety
was commonly used by some guests and callers, the H variety
was used by both the broadcaster and the well-educated partic-
ipants, including professors and surgeons specialized in sports
(Appendix C: 6). The program also reported results of games
showing short parts of them. The H variety was used by the
broadcaster when announcing the results. In contrast, both
the H and the L variety were used by commentators when
presenting selected parts of a game, such as football goals
(Appendix C: 6).
In one of Aljazeera children’s program (On Air), the H vari-
ety was exclusively used. The broadcaster used the H variety
96% while the contributors used it 92% of the observed time
(Table 1). The program presents reports on children’s activities
and receives calls from Arab children. Although they are still
very young, the broadcaster, correspondents, and callers are
competent in the use of the H variety (Appendix C: 7).Table 2 ART station use of varieties in target programs.
Items Program
Hour of
directness
Best of
talks
Let
out
Variety H (%) H (%) H (%
Broadcaster frequency percentage 14 12 10
Guest and/ or audience frequency percentage 13 8 8
Overall TV station percentage of the H variety4.2. ART channels
The ART (Arab Radio and Television) station made consider-
able use of the L variety. ART channels offered various pro-
grams, including Friday sermons, songs, serials, and movies.
As shown in Table 2, the overall percentage of the H variety
use in this station was just 17%. Not only was the overall
use of the H variety across the seven programs by broadcasters
just 23%, but also the overall use of the H variety across the
seven programs by guests and/ or audience was 10% which
is very low.
In the Hour of Directness program that was dedicated to
interviewing actors and actresses, broadcasters used the H
variety 14% whereas guests used it 13% of the program
time (Table 2). This was a considerable use of the L vari-
ety. As the examples indicate (Appendix C: 8), the local
Egyptian vernacular, the L variety, was the only variety
used in this program. In another program (The Best of
Talks), which presents public folklore across all Arab coun-
tries, broadcasters used the H variety 12% whereas guests
used it 8% of the program time (Table 2). In this program,
audience could hear different local Arabic vernaculars, the
L varieties (Appendix C: 9). Moreover, the L variety was
used in a third program (Let it Out), broadcasters used
the H variety 10% whereas guests used it 8% of the pro-
gram time (also Table 2). In this program a Lebanese
broadcaster talks to and receives calls live from the audi-
ence. She used the Lebanese vernacular, the L variety, fre-
quently whereas the callers used their local vernaculars
(Appendix C: 10). In contrast to the use of the L variety
in these three programs, the H variety was the only variety
used in Friday sermon, which broadcast weekly from Mec-
ca, Saudi Arabia (Appendix C: 11). The H variety was used
100% of the program time, which indicates no use of any
other varieties.Overall percent (%)
it Friday sermons Songs Serials Movies
) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%)
100 4 9 15 23
NA NA NA NA 10
17
Table 3 LBC station use of varieties on target programs.
Items Program Overall percent (%)
News Brides Bittersweet Akhbar.com In Touch Kids Power Serials
Variety H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%) H (%)
Broadcaster frequency percentage 100 9 8 10 13 8 6% 22
Guest and/ or audience frequency percentage NA 7 6 8 NA 8 NA 7
Overall TV station percentage of the H variety 15
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ety where the H variety was used just 4% (Table 2). However,
some songs used the H variety only when the songs were liter-
ary Arabic poems (Appendix C: 12). Likewise, the H variety
was used just 9% in all shown serials. Most serials used the
L variety except for historical ones. In such a case, the H vari-
ety was always used (Appendix C: 13). Concerning movies,
ART typically displayed Egyptian movies using the L variety,
the local Egyptian vernacular. There were, however, different
circumstances where the H variety was used 15% of the ob-
served movies (Table 2). As shown in Appendix C: 14, these
involved court and terrorists scenes, for instance. In court
scenes, lawyers often used the H variety whereas the witnesses
or the defendants used the L variety when they spoke. Regard-
ing terrorists scenes, actors used the H variety. The H variety
was also used with historical movies, such as Umar Almukhtar
(Appendix C: 14).
4.3. LBC channel
LBC (Lebanon Broadcasting Company) channel broadcasts
from Lebanon. The station presents various programs includ-
ing news, children program, social programs, and serials. Ta-
ble 3 shows the Lebanese vernacular (the L variety) was
considerably used in all programs since overall use of the H
variety was just 15%. The overall use of the H variety across
the seven programs by broadcasters was just 22%, whereas
the overall use of the H variety across the seven programs by
guests and/ or audience was 7% which is very low. Table 3
shows that in the news both broadcasters and correspondents
used the H variety 100% of the observed news bulletin
(Appendix C: 15). On the contrary, the rest of the observed
programs typically used the L variety.
In a program (Brides) brings together three women from
different walks of life and discusses their wedding preparation
in an attempt to realize their dream wedding, the L variety, the
Lebanese vernacular, was used throughout by both broadcast-
ers and guests (Appendix C: 16). The broadcaster used the H
variety 9% and the guests used it 7%. Table 3 shows that in
another program (Bittersweet) where the broadcaster and
guests discuss different aspects of everyday life, the L variety
was typically used. The broadcaster used the H variety only
8% while the guests used it 6% (Appendix C: 17).
In a third program (Akhbar.com), the L variety was fre-
quently used where the broadcaster used the H variety only
10% whereas the guests used it 8%. In this comic show, the
broadcaster and guests satirically discuss Lebanese and inter-national political affairs (Appendix C: 18). The In-touch pro-
gram presents news about cinema, movie stars, and movie-
makers. Although the program falls within the news category
which always uses the H variety, the L variety was 13% of
the observed program time (Appendix C: 19). In the Kids
Power program, the H variety was used only 8% by both the
broadcaster and children (Appendix C: 20). Almost all the ob-
served serials in this station were in the L variety (94%). Even
translated serials were translated into the L variety. For exam-
ple, the Turkish serial (Al-Eshq Al-Mamnou) was translated
into the Syrian vernacular (Appendix C: 21).5. Discussion
We come back to answer our research questions. The study
answers this ﬁrst research question in positive: Is Arabic a
diglossic language? The ﬁndings indicated that diglossia did
exist in the three Arabic TV stations. These ﬁndings agreed
with Al-Batal (1995), Ferguson (1959) and Haeri (2000)
who indicated that Arabic is a diglossic language. The ﬁnd-
ings, however, answered this second research question partly
in positive and partly in negative: What Arabic language vari-
eties do target TV stations tend to use most? The two varieties
were used across the three target TV stations: literary Arabic
(H verity) and local vernacular (L variety). However, the ex-
tent and context in which diglossia occurred varied notice-
ably. These Arabic TV stations ﬂuctuated in their use of
the two varieties. These ﬁndings agreed with Wardhaugh
(1986) who identiﬁed two Arabic varieties, Classical Arabic
(H) and many regional colloquial varieties (L). The ﬁndings
showed some extreme variation in the use of Arabic varieties
in target TV stations. While one TV station (Aljazeera) typ-
ically used the H variety, the other TV stations (ART and
LBC) consistently used the L variety.
The ﬁndings provided divergent answers to this third re-
search question: Under what circumstances do target TV sta-
tions use identiﬁed varieties? The ﬁndings showed that in
political and religious contexts, particularly dialogue pro-
grams, the two varieties were used despite the expectation of
sole use of the H variety. The exception is Al-Qaeda messages
where the H variety was exclusively used. A possible explana-
tion is that the messages are political and contain a great deal
of religious phrases. In sporting programs, the L variety was
frequently used by some guests whereas the H variety was used
by both the broadcaster and the well-educated participants.
The ﬁndings also indicated that in news bulletins, the H variety
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Arabic. Overall, the ﬁndings indicated that Aljazeera broad-
casters and reports generally used the H variety while their
audience mixed the two varieties and that depended on the le-
vel of education of the audience. Highly-educated people
tended to use the H variety.
Moreover, the ﬁndings indicated that Aljazeera encouraged
the use of H variety in the children’s programs. It was a sur-
prise to see very competent children in the Literary Arabic
(the H variety) in one of these programs. They all, the broad-
caster, correspondents, and callers, exclusively used the H vari-
ety. The reason for such a competent use of the H variety by
the children would probably be that language planners, media
policy makers, and families prefer to have children learn the
standard form of Arabic, the H variety.
In contrast, the ﬁndings indicated that ART channels typi-
cally used the L variety because of the nature of the programs
that are conﬁned to movies, songs, folklore and serials. The
context of these programs differs from Aljazeera station in that
Aljazeera programs focus exclusively on formal topics such as
the news, documentaries and political issues while these pro-
grams are more concerned with informal and everyday topics.
These programs were broadcast in Egyptian vernacular, being
one of the most recognized varieties in the Arab world. For
more than ﬁfty years, Egypt has been one of the most popular
producers of Arabic movies, songs and serials. Consequently,
Egyptian vernacular, the L variety, got popular and wide-
spread among Arabs and, therefore, it is widely understood
by Arabs everywhere. While this is true for the Egyptian ver-
nacular, other L varieties of Arabic still cause communication
problems among Arabs.
The ﬁndings showed, however, that ART channels used the
H variety exclusively in Friday sermons, historical serials or
movies, and court or terrorist scenes. In contrast, the L variety
was used in songs and serials. The H variety was used in songs
only when the song was a literary Arabic poem. Moreover, the
L variety of Arabic was used in other programs, such as the
Hour of Directness, the Best of Talks, and the Let it Out pro-
grams. These ﬁndings together indicated that the ART chan-
nels used each variety exclusively and that depended on the
particular program.
Different from both Aljazeera and ART stations, the LBC
channel predominantly used the L variety. Almost all pro-
grams typically used the Lebanese vernacular except in the
news, where the H variety was used. Discussion programs, co-
mic programs, kids programs, and serials were all in the L vari-
ety. Contrary to Aljazeera where the H variety was exclusively
used in the children’s programs, the L variety was exclusively
used in the LBC children’s programs. Foreign serials were also
translated into the vernacular variety, such as the Syrian ver-
nacular. Although it might be difﬁcult to understand Lebanese
vernacular by other Arab audience, this vernacular became
easier because of the wide spreading of the Lebanese channels.
Similar to the Egyptian vernacular, the Lebanese vernacular is
getting popular due to the fact that it has been the medium of
the LBC station for more than two decades.
Moreover, according to Ferguson’s deﬁnition of diglossia,
there are two varieties in diglossic languages, one of which is
H and the other is L. However, what has been noticed about
Arabic diglossia in the three TV stations is that a Middlelanguage, a form between vernacular and literary Arabic as
discussed in the literature review, was frequently used, espe-
cially in dialogue programs. Although this variety was used,
the study adhered to Ferguson’s deﬁnition of diglossia, being
well-established and recognized in the sociolinguistics litera-
ture. Accordingly, the study was concerned with examining
only the H and L varieties of Arabic in these stations, leaving
the door open for future research on the use of the Middle lan-
guage in Arabic TV stations.
6. Conclusion, recommendations and caveats
This study concluded that diglossia exists in the Arabic TV sta-
tions under investigation in two varieties, high and low. The
circumstances in which the varieties were used signiﬁcantly
varied in the target channels due to the context of the TV sta-
tion, topic and the background of guests. The H variety was
used in the news, religious sermons, political programs, histor-
ical serials or movies, literary Arabic songs, Al-Qaeda
messages, and terrorist or court scenes in movies. On the other
hand, the L variety was frequently used in serials, movies and
songs. Broadcasters and guests in various programs switched
between the H and L varieties of Arabic, which calls for re-
search on the reasons behind that.
The study recommends incorporating children’s programs
which use the H variety into the Kindergarten and Elementary
school courses of ﬁrst, second and foreign language learners.
Children’s programs such as those of Aljazeera would provide
those children with interesting extracurricular opportunities to
acquire Literary Arabic, the H variety.
The study further recommends integrating the L variety into
extracurricular activities in language education programs. This
would allow foreign and second language learners to be able to
communicate with native speakers ofArabic, or at least improve
understanding of local vernaculars. Incorporation of the L vari-
ety into extracurricular activities should, however, be more
appropriate to advanced learners who have already mastered
Standard Arabic to facilitate communication and make lan-
guage education programs more relevant to language learners.
On the other hand, having the dramatic rise in the L variety, pol-
icy-makers should increase the H variety in TV stations pro-
grams to avoid further deterioration of Standard Arabic since
such programs very much inﬂuence different kinds of viewers.
This study, however, did not seek generalization beyond the
scope of the observed TV stations and their programs to other
contexts. The study did not even seek generalization to all the
contents of the programs observed. The study just reported the
ﬁndings of the samples of content that were observed. Other
content of the same observed programs has not been studied.
As a result, caution should be taken with regard to any gener-
alization to other contexts before other in-depth studies take
place to conﬁrm or disprove the current ﬁndings.Acknowledgment
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Appendix A. Observation frequency sheet
TV station: 
Object of observation: 
L variety frequency H variety frequency 
C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  C  F  
Total frequency:  Total frequency:  
Percentage:   Percentage:   
F= frequency.
C = the context in which the variety was used (p = personal/F = formal/M=mixed). Codes for context included: R = religion D= doc-
umentary P = politics N = news S = sports SE = serials, M =movie F = folklore C = children EP = educated person LE = less educated.
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Appendix B. Analysis sheet
TV station: e.g. ART
Object of observation: e.g. Movies
H variety L variety
Total frequency of all pages Total frequency of all pages
Whole document percentage Whole document percentage
TV station uses the H variety most Yes No TV station uses the H variety most Yes No
Appendix C. Examples of the H and L varieties across channels
Aljazeera Channel
Program Examples Speaker Variety
1. News Maa heyaa matalebokom? Maza toreedoon? Correspondent H
Besheta al jaw barid we kahrabah makoo wallahi khroojnah . . .mataleebna
kaleelah, alkahrabah, elmay, elmajaree kafee aaad teeebnah. Jaboo lana
shareekaat ajnabeyah wel shabaab atalah batalah. Meneen neeesh?
Alejaraat hasah akal ejaar melyoon!
Iraqi interviewee L
Hal estatatoom al husool ala tzaker llmubarah? Correspondent H
Men setah essobeh lehad delwaty mafeesh tazaker khaless. Jayeen men
elaskandaryeh hadretak mareefnash nejeeb wala tazkarah. . . sooa (sooq)
soodah!
Egyptian interviewee L
Ehanah mesh handeeroo shaghaab. Almenasreen joo bar we jaw. . .
wemakensh tazkarah
Algerian interviewee L
Ma rayak behaza alﬁlm . . .hejab alhoob Correspondent H
Dayrah alhejab bash tetzawej dayrah alhejab bash teghaty alaa hajah
akhraa. Bayeen lee elhejoom alaa alhejaab . . .Meshee maakool!
Moroccan interviewee H
Maza yoataber alkaat belnesbah lleyamaneyeen? Correspondent H
Howah dee hajah menabehah . . .wenaas yeshathoo elkat weyejlessoo aleeh
jalasaat zay matejlesoo fee elkahawy yaneey. Wefeeh madarah alaa
elwaahed baass esh nesleh. Nekhazen arba khamass saaat weahyanann
ashar saaat . . .wenmoot eza mashi kaat
Yemeni interviewee
Wekhulasset elamer en amreekah dwalah uzmaa zaat kwah askaryeeh
dakhmah wezaat ektessad areed, walaken kool zaleek alaa kadah hashah,
lezaa faenahoo belemkaan estehaddaf telka elkadah elhashah wetarkkez
alla abraz nekaat eldaf feeha. We eza madarabt fee Usher meshar telk
elnekaat, faenahh-bezen Ellah-sattataranah watankamesh watattakhalaa
aan keyadah alaalam wazolmeh, wakadd estataa addad Yasser men fetyatt
aleslam raghm wejood kowat ettahalof edawlee dedahoom annyokeemoo
alhojah alanass bewejood alkodrah alaa mokawamat wamokataalat
mayosamma belqwaaa aluzmaa westataaoo anyodafeeoo anndeenehem
Al-Qaida message (Bin Laden) H
2. Opposite Direction Maza yakool haza albayyan? Mahowa alaham feehaza albbayan wabraz
fakarateh.
Broadcaster H
Tabann tareekh 21/22 leesah mawasaalsh, welbayan ahoojahez . . . shoof
shoof, wana akraa alaan khaleehoom yeaksoony weykooloo elbayan
elkaraah elgzaﬁ laysaa saheeh!
President Gadhaﬁ L
3. Without Boundaries Ayooh . . .anah hajeelak . . .hajeelak . . .bass akamel kalaamyawaal. Anaa
saabak wezakart fee edat munasaabat, anaa dedd tadakhool alamerikan fee
aleraak, walaken madam hoom dakhaloo, weadfaat aleeha almonazamah
addawleyah-wefeeha mandoob arabee-ashareyah, shareyah elehtelal,
faasbahaa amraa wekeeaa amammana, alaan kayfa nehel mushkelat
aleraak alkaemah? (the underlined words are in the L variety)
Saudi prince H & L
4. Religion and Life Saael yasaal ann mawkeef ashaare menzeker mowasfaat shaab takadam
lekhetbat fataah yasal ahlaha ann deyneh wakholokeh, hall yajooz ann
nazkor sefatooh aqssayeah? Wehal yoetabar zaleek meen algheebah
almoharamah?
Broadcaster H
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Program Examples Speaker Variety
5. Religion and Life Algheebah heya anya ann tazkor alensaan bema yakrah, kaloo ya rasool
Allah araaytaa enn kaana feeh maakool? Kaal enn kaana feeh matakool
fakadd eghtabtah, waa enn lamm yakoon feeh matakool fakadd bahatah,
yanee ertakabt bohtaan fee hakeh
Guest H
Falam yansaaha bezawaaj men ahadehema, waydaa hata law kaan rajolaa
yanee faajer mujaher belfeesk yozkar bema feeh leyahzarooh ennass yaanee
feeh nass yakooloon laa gheebah lefaassek webeykooloo enna haza hadees
enama alhakeekah laysaa lekol faseek, eza fassek mustater befeskeh khalaas
‘‘kol omaty moaafaa elaa almujaher’’ enama alfajer alazy yojaher
belmaaseyah walaa yobaly yanee bekhark yazkor bema feeh,
matzawedoosh allaa ma feeh weykoon gharadak tahzeer elnnass men
shareh mesh tashafee feeh, ahyanan yebka howah amalyeh shakhseyah
leanna fee folaan akssar fejoor menooh wemayhebesh seertooh wedehh elly
daeemaa. . .(the underlined words are in the L variety)
Guest H & L
6. Discussion on Sport Jaat almusharaakah alarabeyah fee betoolat kaas alkaraat alrabeah lekorat
alkadam walaty ookeemat fee almekseek momasalah belfareekayn almasry
wasaudi bataly efrekia wa assyaa, wal fareek assaudi Lam yakon ghreeba
ann betoolat alkaraat, fahowah saaheb fekratehaa, lakeenahoo lam
yohakek fehaa nataej toozkar. Wafee almusharakah aloola llmontakhab
almesry fee kaas alkaraat kaan wake enataaej altay kharaj beha alfareek
aksar taseeraa wadahshah, wadat elaa ehdaass enklaab abyadd fee alkorah
almassreyaah, bekararaat sareyah addat ella hal etehad alkorah
almassreyas alazi kaddama estekalataho
Broadcaster H
Matsawarsh enahoo yosal etahkeem . . . etahkeem yousal fee darbat jazaa,
yosal fee tardd laaeb enamma tardd talaat laebeen, laa!! – elmatsh howah-
zay mabeykoloo-ensarak mennena wehena koon hanawaadd, bass
teawaadd feen enta matrood menak etneen fee awel elmatsh. – elfareek
matghalabsh . . . enama baataberhoosh enn howah etghalaab, elfareek
malahaksh yelaab matsh yanee ashaan yetghalaab. . . leaanaa elhakaam
khalass alaa almatsh men aawaal . . . mafeesh ferkah fee alalaam yentaradd
menha talatah welmatsh dawlee
Guests L
Koorah wala ahlaa. Hadaf jameel. Yesajel alan elmontakhab elmasry alaa
elmontakhab elbarazelee. Ood lee ya mokhereej mabterafsh koorah.
Etfaraaj ya seesaar. Erjaa lelkarnavaal. Shoof erawah. Jool wala arwaa. . ..
Commentator H&L
7. On Air Assalamoalykom. Essmaa sadeekey. Man maee? Hal tasmaonee? Kayfa
halaak? Kayafa takdeen waktaak?
Broadcaster H
Naam esmaa anaa aeshaeh men slatanat omaan. – bekheer walhamdolelah.
Akdeeh fe moshahadat etelfazz welaab wakraaat alkesass. Alaab maa
ekhwatee . . . Lama alaab maa sadekaatee fee almadarssaa
Callers H
ART (Arab Radio and Television)
Program Examples Speaker Variety
8. Hour of Directness Azeezy elmushahed fee kol marah benaltakee benrahab benegm (nejem) aw
benegmah (nejemah) deef aw deefah fee halaetna (halaketnah) laken
enhardah alarm mokhtalef bad ashayee. Leanee lazem arahab fee halaetna
belhayah kolaha beatyab alb . . .belhob . . .esmahoo lee arahab belhob
besabooha. Kayfa yastatee alensaan enoh yekhlak alsafa fee hayatoh
mahma taaradda leazamaat?
Broadcaster L
Berhamjak dah beyjannenn . . .maandaksh fekrah ezay baheboh we
bashoofoh we anaa belghorbah. Lazem yeraf enn edonyaa matestahelsh
embareh faat we bokrah beeed we lazem kamaan yeshoof edonyaa helwah
we yebga moamen
Guest L
9. The Best of Talks Nesmaoo shataa men altarbeej fee Libya Broadcaster L
Da kdany yaa dekdany . . . rak tekber tensaany . . . Da kdany yaa dekdany
takhuz klam umm ahanan
Da kdany yaa dekdany etjeeb elahmah fee komak. . . wetheed allaa dar
umak wetamal rohee barany
Guest L
10. Let it Out Heyadee men mehabatekon . . . feeh eraam (erakaam) elbaraeedy wefeeh
raam (rakaam)elfax ezay bedak . . .ezay etelefoon mameshee elhaal wefeeh
elemail kamaan shoo betekhbernah ann elkwait?
Broadcaster L
Ehaal heneeh behboonj wayeed. . . weraddedoon shaar bernamjaj: helween
benhebkon. . .
caller L
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11. Friday Sermon Enn Allah-jala waala-henama jaal makah albayta alharam kyamma
lenaass, wajaal afedat alnass tahwee elayeeh, awdaa shareeyataho alghraaa
ma yakoon seyajaa yomayeez hazehe albokah ann ghayrehaa, wayobrez
lahaa alafadel amma sewaha, fajaal fee shareeatehe fee haza albalad menaa
alfadel walmakanah malam yakon fee ghayreh, fataadddadat feeh alfadaael
we tanawaat hataa saara men faddael makah ann samaha Allah Umm
Alkora
Friday preacher H
12. Songs Aghdaa alkaak ya khawfa fouady men ghadee . . .yaleshwakee wahterakee
fee entezar elmaweedee
Ahee kam akhshaa ghadee haza wa arjoohoo ektraba . . .kontoo astadneehe
laken hebtoho lama ahaabaa (Sometimes, the H variety is used in songs,
and this happens when singing literary poems)
Um Kolthum singer H
Lee thalath ayaam majanee khabar waanee kalbee almolaa waaanaah
(almost always, the L variety is used with songs)
Mohammed Abdu singer L
13. Serials Malee arak monfaredaa benafseka ya Hassan?
Kolama daaka sadry mmema yehmal ateee hona.
Historical series called (AlHassan wa AlHussain) done in the H variety
Two actors H
Ya bentee mazooreen. . . aywaa baoolelkek mazooreen mesh entee elaroosa
eljededah elee dakhaltee aleehoom? Weshayfeen elhaaj amel eeh
wememayezek aleehoom? Tabaa lazem yesheeloo menek weygheroo!
Entoo ezay tetkaleemoo maa elherbayah ely esmaha zohrah deee?
Esmaee ya bent entee weheyah . . .eyakoo tentakoo meahah noss
kelmah . . . fahmeen?
(from Zohrah wa Azwajha Alkhmsa) serial
Actresses L
14. Movies Hadaraat elmostashareen . . . sayedee eraeess. Kadyatonaa alyaooom heya
kadeyat alhak. Enna almootaham almathel amamakom (from the movie:
min ﬁna Alharami)
Lawyer H
Ayoo hader jaaa ahoo . . .ya ookhtee malek materrbeeg kedaleeh-samo
aleeykoo. . . mesh daa beeetaboyah alhaak?
(from the movie: min ﬁna Alharami)
An actor and an actress L
Erfaoo elghamamah
Elhokoomah faseekah
Kalbak amer beleemaaan
Jaaat ellhazah elekhtarak fehaa elkadar letarfaa raass alumah aleslameyah
kolaha
Haatha hezam naseef. . . washahaadah heya aljaezah alkobray alatee
satanalooha bemasheeat Allah.
From the movie (Alsfara ﬁ AlImara)
A group of ‘‘terrorists’’ H
Lemazaa sabaart kol hsah almodah?
Akont tamal dardeenaa men lifya belkaleel alzee ladayk?
Harebnaakom. . . zaleeka yakfee.
Antom alzeena todameroona belady.
Maza tafal law an ahadaa ehtal ardak.
In this historical movie (Umar Almukhtar), the H variety is (use)
Umar Almukhtar and an investigator H
LBC Lebanese Broadcasting corporation
Program Examples Speaker Variety
15. News Rahaba el;ebnanyoon bekarar tasheeh elojoor lakenahoom yatakhawafoon
men enaha tateer zeyadat erawateb beghalaa alassar. Weyashtakee
alomowatenoon min ertefaa alassar alze sabaka raafa alojoor
wayatahadasoon aan tadakhom fee haal tobeka raafa alojoor kama howaa
matrooh.
Broadcaster H
16. Brides Fee halaah (halagah)alylah talaat ersaan rah netaraaf alyhen raah netaaba
tahdeerateehem webakher elhalaah (elhalkah) kapel wahed rah yefooz
Broadcaster L
Hala mehadarah honeek beljeneeneh . . .beddayah
Heek bedee afoot aa matrah eloorss
Khateebee waheed beltoo maendoo la okht wala khaay . . . fakon kol eshee
benesbah loo
Guests L
17. Bittersweet Zakart enoo aamaloo motashabhah. Shoo howah wajh elshabah?
Shoo heyah aham aamaal elfanan ellee hazat alaa jwaeez kabeerah?
Broadcaster L
Awal mabalash bameloo lehaad waatoo (waaktoo)
Hala bedy araja lesooaal kayfa araarna (kraarna) ekh teyyar elaﬂaam
Guest L
18. Akhbar.com Shoo am bet ool? Khamsat alaaf taleb fatoo alaa fofoofehen. . . yaa eeny! Broadcaster L
Wala toolee gheer heek yoostor ardaak!
We bass teseree meneeyhah taaee abkee alaa ketfee . . . Yeslam albak. . .
Guest L
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19. In Touch Shareekat elentaaj betbalesh tehadar halhaa leaardd akheer entajhaaa we
aamalhaa. Shooo fee eeeshee jedeed haza elesbooa? Khaloona netabee
sawa. . . webadaha nerooh doghree aal ﬁlm
Broadcaster L
20. Kids Power Hala wasahlan feekom all halah ejdeedah min kids power. Essa shoo rah
nemel?
Mesh mazboot abadaa. . . rah netsallah we nooraoss (noorkoss)
Shoo eesm eshakhseyah yalee betdahakna keteer?
Broadcaster & children L
21. Serials Edd eesh bedak nookood hoon? Allaa shoo bedek toshkoreenee?
Entee amm bedeeree baleek alleh weheedee hedeyah essghereeeh.
Shookraa ekteb alhedeyeh
Emneeh enak janbee
Eeh metel mabedaak
Maa eelt (gelt) laak eyaah.
Ehkee lee shoo heyah elesah (elkesah)
Estaghrabt lama eelt (gelt) laak enoo
Ma haad kaan beytwaka yoosal lehoon!
(A Turkish series called Al Oshk Al Mamnou translated into Syrian
vernacular)
A group of actors and actresses L
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